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    		Kurdish

      
Kurdish may refer to:



	Kurdish people
	Kurdish languages
	Kurdish nationalism
	Kurdish alphabets
	
Kurdistan, the land of the Kurdish people which includes:
	Iraqi Kurdistan
	Iranian Kurdistan
	Turkish Kurdistan
	Syrian Kurdistan



	Iraqi Kurdistan
	Iranian Kurdistan
	Turkish Kurdistan
	Syrian Kurdistan
	Kurdish literature
	Kurdish music
	Kurdish rugs
	Kurdish cuisine
	Kurdish culture

See also


	 Kurd (disambiguation)
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    		Kurdish languages

      
Kurdish (کوردی, Kurdî) is a continuum of Northwestern Iranian languages spoken by the Kurds in Western Asia. Kurdish forms three dialect groups known as Northern Kurdish (Kurmanji), Central Kurdish (Sorani), and Southern Kurdish (Pehlewani). A separate group of languages, Zaza-Gorani, is also spoken by several million Kurds, but is linguistically not Kurdish. Recent (as of 2009) studies estimate between 20 and 30 million native speakers of Kurdish in total.



The literary output in Kurdish was mostly confined to poetry until the early 20th century, when more general literature began to be developed. Today, there are two principal written Kurdish dialects, namely Kurmanji in the northern parts of the geographical region of Kurdistan, and Sorani further east and south. The standard Sorani form of Central Kurdish is, along with Arabic, one of the two official languages of Iraq and is in political documents simply referred to as Kurdish.



Classification and origin


The Kurdish languages belong to the Iranian branch of the Indo-European family. They are generally classified as Northwestern Iranian languages, or by some scholars as intermediate between Northwestern and Southwestern Iranian.Martin van Bruinessen notes that "Kurdish has a strong south-western Iranian element", whereas "Zaza and Gurani [...] do belong to the north-west Iranian group".
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    		Post, Texas

      
Post is a city in and the county seat of Garza County, Texas, United States. The population was 5,376 at the 2010 census.



History


Post is located on the edge of the caprock escarpment of the Llano Estacado, the southeastern edge of the Great Plains. It is at the crossroads of U.S. Routes 84 and 380.



The land belonged to John Bunyan Slaughter, as it was on his U Lazy S Ranch. In 1906, Slaughter sold it to Charles William (C. W.) Post, the breakfast cereal manufacturer, who founded "Post City" as a utopian colonizing venture in 1907. Post devised the community as a model town.  He purchased 200,000 acres (810 km2) of ranchland and established the Double U Company to manage the town's construction. The company built trim houses and numerous structures, which included the Algerita Hotel, a gin, and a textile plant. They planted trees along every street and prohibited alcoholic beverages and brothels. The Double U Company rented and sold farms and houses to settlers. A post office began in a tent during the year of Post City's founding, being established (with the name Post) July 18, 1907, with Frank L. Curtis as first postmaster. Two years later, the town had a school, a bank, and a newspaper, the  Post City Post, the same name as the daily in St. Louis, Missouri. The Garza County paper today is called the Post Dispatch. The railroad reached the town in 1910. The town changed its name to "Post" when it incorporated in 1914, the year of C. W. Post's death. By then, Post had a population of 1000, 10 retail businesses, a dentist, a physician, a sanitarium, and Baptist, Methodist, and Presbyterian churches.
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    		Post (Paul Kelly album)

      
Post is the first solo album by Australian singer-songwriter rock musician, Paul Kelly. Kelly had moved to Sydney by January 1985, after leaving his Melbourne-based Paul Kelly Band and the breakup of his marriage to Hilary Brown.



The album was produced by Clive Shakespeare (Sherbet guitarist) and Kelly, and was released in May 1985 by the independent White Records label, leased to Mushroom Records.  The album failed to chart in Australia, with only one single, "From St Kilda to Kings Cross", released in April which also failed to chart. The name of the album, Post relates to both being 'after' significant changes in Kelly's life and to the sense of a 'signpost' to future directions. Kelly dedicated the album to Paul Hewson, keyboardist and songwriter for New Zealand/Australian band Dragon who had died of a heroin overdose in January. Kelly has described Post as a concept album dealing with addictions - not necessarily heroin addiction - but various forms, he has also denied that the songs were autobiographical but that he wrote about the world around him.
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    		Post (comics)

      
Post is a fictional character and mutant in the Marvel Comics universe. His first appearance was in X-Men v2, #50.



Fictional character biography


Kevin Tremain was a mutant captured and studied by the Mandarin. On a secret mission, the Six Pack attacked the secret base Tremain was held in. Tremain was mortally injured; Cable tried to save his life, first by using his telekinesis to keep Tremain's body together, and finally by giving him a blood transfusion. Although it seems he survived this trauma, Cable seemed to think Tremain had later died.



Years later, Tremain resurfaced as Post, the lowest of Onslaught's emissaries. Onslaught forced Gateway to teleport Cyclops, Storm, Iceman, and Wolverine to where Post could "test" them. The four managed to defeat Post and were transported back to the Mansion. Later, Post attacked Cable, who instantly recognized his identity as Tremain. Post defeated Cable and left him for the Hulk to finish off. Post was later charged with ensuring the Sentinels would launch, he battled X-Factor with them and succeeded protecting the Sentinels. He and his master Onslaught were eventually defeated by the heroes.
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                                Turkish military targets Kurdish bases | The West Asia Post

                                    West Asia Post| The long-standing conflict between Turkiye and Kurdish fighters has once again made headlines, after fresh attacks by the Turkish regime targeted militant establishments in northern Syria.  

#turkey #syria #westasia #wion 

About Channel: 

WION The World is One News examines global issues with in-depth analysis. We provide much more than the news of the day. Our aim is to empower people to explore their world. With our Global headquarters in New Delhi, we bring you news on the hour, by the hour. We deliver information that is not biased. We are journalists who are neutral to the core and non-partisan when it comes to world politics. People are tired of biased reportage and we stand for a globalized united world. So for us, the World is truly One.
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                                Kurdish community urges Turkey to free political prisoners | The West Asia Post

                                    Turkey witnesses massive rallies in support of Kurdish political prisoners. WION tells you - why did Turkey's largest ethnic minority take to the streets and what are their demands. 

#turkey #kurdish #kurdishcommunity 
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                                Silencing Kurdish media - The Listening Post (Feature)

                                    Three months after the failed military coup in Turkey, media outlets there are still dealing with the aftermath. 

Late last month, 25 media outlets were ordered closed by Turkey's broadcast regulator - but the purge is not limited to Gulen movement as most of the outlets were Kurdish. As the national state of emergency is extended, more and more Kurdish journalists find they are being treated as enemies of the state.

"We should be doing broadcasting in our land, in Kurdistan, in Turkey, but we had to leave because there was so much oppression and punishment," says Ferda Cetin, director at Med Nuce TV, a Kurdish tv station based in Belgium. 

Kurds make up nearly 20 percent of the Turkish population. There are close to 15 million of them and the outlawed Kurdistan Workers' Party has been ... 
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                                The West Asia Post: Turkiye mulls attacking Kurdish groups

                                    After the Istanbul blast Turkiye mulls attacking Kurdish groups. Moscow tells Ankara to show 'restraint' Ghadi Francis tells us about the situation. #TheWestAsiaPost

#Turkiye #Kurdish

About Channel: 

WION The World is One News, examines global issues with in-depth analysis. We provide much more than the news of the day. Our aim to empower people to explore their world. With our Global headquarters in New Delhi, we bring you news on the hour, by the hour. We deliver information that is not biased. We are journalists who are neutral to the core and non-partisan when it comes to the politics of the world. People are tired of biased reportage and we stand for a globalised united world. So for us the World is truly One.
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                                The West Asia Post | Kurdish fighters recapture prison after a week

                                    A prison attack in Syria is the latest sign of ISIS resurgence in the region. ISIS has mounted a series of recent attacks in both Syria and Iraq, suggesting it is re-emerging as a serious threat three years after it was driven out.

Ghadi Francis tells you about this resurgence in this week's episode of The West Asia Post.

#TheWestAsiaPost #SyriaPrisonAttack #ISIS

About Channel: 

WION -The World is One News, examines global issues with in-depth analysis. We provide much more than the news of the day. Our aim to empower people to explore their world. With our Global headquarters in New Delhi, we bring you news on the hour, by the hour. We deliver information that is not biased. We are journalists who are neutral to the core and non-partisan when it comes to the politics of the world. Peo... 
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                                Iraq - Kurdish resistance to Iran's regime | DW Documentary

                                    Small groups of Kurdish men and women from Iran are camped out in the mountains of Iraq. The exiles have joined armed resistance units and are determined to fight the Iranian regime.
The documentary follows the fate of Kurds who have taken to the mountains over the Iraqi border after fleeing Iran. Some belong to the Kurdistan Democratic Party in Iran. Targeted by Iranian rocket and drone attacks, the armed groups hide out in secret camps. Iran’s high-tech surveillance systems also make it extremely difficult to stay in touch with their relatives back home. Some of the resistance fighters played a leading role in the protest movement sparked by the death of Jina Mahsa Amini. The young Kurdish woman died after being detained by Iran’s so-called morality police for allegedly breaching the cou... 
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                                Why Isn't There A Kurdistan? (Short Animated Documentary)

                                    Kurdistan doesn't exist. At least not as an internationally recognised state. But why not? Given that there have been numerous opportunities for a Kurdish state to spring up, why didn't it happen? Why isn't there a Kurdistan? To find out watch this short and simple animated history documentary.

https://twitter.com/HistMattersYT
Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/user?u=4973164
Merch: https://teespring.com/stores/history-matters-store-2


A special thanks to all of these Patrons below, without whom the show wouldn't be possible:

Fox2012
Ethan Godden
Robyn Kitchen
Southside Mitch
Hasmuffin
John
Azlow the Lion
Andrew Partington
Michael Kram
Ryan Schindeler
Franco La Bruna
אורי פרקש
So long, john
kevinh
Tino
David Brown
Scott P
Aaron Conaway
Chase Labiste
Kevin Phoenix
Ian Smith
Dan Reiher
Chr... 
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                                Syria: Kurdish forces seize Syrian-Turkish border post from Islamic State group

                                    Subscribe to France 24 now: http://f24.my/youtubeEN
FRANCE 24 live news stream: all the latest news 24/7
http://f24.my/YTliveEN

Syrian Kurdish fighters seized control Monday of a key crossing on the Turkish border from the Islamic State group, an AFP photographer reported.

Visit our website: http://www.france24.com
Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/FRANCE24.English
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/France24_en 
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                                The West Asia Post Live | Turkiye intensifies attacks on Kurdish groups | Protests in Iran | WION

                                    On The West Asia Post with Ghadi Francis:
- Turkiye intensifies attacks on Kurdish groups
- Protests in Iran: Supreme leader's niece held
- Oil crisis: U.S. re-evaluates ties with Saudis

Every Friday at 8.30 pm IST | 3 pm GMT

#TheWestAsiaPost #WIONLive #GhadiFrancis 

About Channel: 

WION -The World is One News, examines global issues with in-depth analysis. We provide much more than the news of the day. Our aim to empower people to explore their world. With our Global headquarters in New Delhi, we bring you news on the hour, by the hour. We deliver information that is not biased. We are journalists who are neutral to the core and non-partisan when it comes to the politics of the world. People are tired of biased reportage and we stand for a globalised united world. So for us the World ... 
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                                Kurdish Engineer Finds His Passion Making Toys in Post-IS Mosul

                                    Residents of Mosul, one of the last major strongholds of the Islamic State extremist group in Iraq, used to live in constant fear. Creativity and free thought were discouraged, as was education. So doing something you were passionate about was unheard of.  But a young Kurdish engineer had other ideas. He believed it was his duty to capture what life was like in Mosul during ISIS's reign.  As reporter Kawa Omer reports, his outlet was making toys and small models. Bezhan Hamdard narrates.
Originally published at - https://www.voanews.com/a/4597442.html 
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Late last month, 25 media outlets were ordered closed by Turkey's broadcast regulator - but the purge is not limited to Gulen movement as most of the outlets were Kurdish. As the national state of emergency is extended, more and more Kurdish journalists find they are being treated as enemies of the state.

"We should be doing broadcasting in our land, in Kurdistan, in Turkey, but we had to leave because there was so much oppression and punishment," says Ferda Cetin, director at Med Nuce TV, a Kurdish tv station based in Belgium. 
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         Small groups of Kurdish men and women from Iran are camped out in the mountains of Iraq. The exiles have joined armed resistance units and are determined to fight the Iranian regime.
The documentary follows the fate of Kurds who have taken to the mountains over the Iraqi border after fleeing Iran. Some belong to the Kurdistan Democratic Party in Iran. Targeted by Iranian rocket and drone attacks, the armed groups hide out in secret camps. Iran’s high-tech surveillance systems also make it extremely difficult to stay in touch with their relatives back home. Some of the resistance fighters played a leading role in the protest movement sparked by the death of Jina Mahsa Amini. The young Kurdish woman died after being detained by Iran’s so-called morality police for allegedly breaching the country’s mandatory hijab laws for women. Last year, Tehran issued the Iraqi government in Baghdad with an ultimatum, setting them a deadline to disarm Kurdish opposition groups and relocate them from the border. But some refuse to leave.

[Editor's Note: On 16 January 2024, Iran’s Revolutionary Guards claimed responsibility for a ballistic missile attack on the northern Iraqi city of Erbil. At least four people were killed in the strike. In a statement released later the Revolutionary Guards said they had carried out the attack on Israeli “spy headquarters”. Local authorities have condemned the strike and dismissed the claims as baseless. For more information visit: https://p.dw.com/p/4bHjt and https://www.dw.com/en/middle-east/s-14207 ]
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         Kurdistan doesn't exist. At least not as an internationally recognised state. But why not? Given that there have been numerous opportunities for a Kurdish state...

         Kurdistan doesn't exist. At least not as an internationally recognised state. But why not? Given that there have been numerous opportunities for a Kurdish state to spring up, why didn't it happen? Why isn't there a Kurdistan? To find out watch this short and simple animated history documentary.
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                    Kurdistan doesn't exist. At least not as an internationally recognised state. But why not? Given that there have been numerous opportunities for a Kurdish state to spring up, why didn't it happen? Why isn't there a Kurdistan? To find out watch this short and simple animated history documentary.
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Syrian Kurdish fighters seized control Monday of a key crossing on the Turkish border from the Islamic State group, an AFP photographer reported.
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         Residents of Mosul, one of the last major strongholds of the Islamic State extremist group in Iraq, used to live in constant fear. Creativity and free thought w...

         Residents of Mosul, one of the last major strongholds of the Islamic State extremist group in Iraq, used to live in constant fear. Creativity and free thought were discouraged, as was education. So doing something you were passionate about was unheard of.  But a young Kurdish engineer had other ideas. He believed it was his duty to capture what life was like in Mosul during ISIS's reign.  As reporter Kawa Omer reports, his outlet was making toys and small models. Bezhan Hamdard narrates.
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                Turkish military targets Kurdish bases | The West Asia Post

                West Asia Post| The long-standing conflict between Turkiye and Kurdish fighters has once a...
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                    West Asia Post| The long-standing conflict between Turkiye and Kurdish fighters has once again made headlines, after fresh attacks by the Turkish regime targeted militant establishments in northern Syria.  

#turkey #syria #westasia #wion 
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WION The World is One News examines global issues with in-depth analysis. We provide much more than the news of the day. Our aim is to empower people to explore their world. With our Global headquarters in New Delhi, we bring you news on the hour, by the hour. We deliver information that is not biased. We are journalists who are neutral to the core and non-partisan when it comes to world politics. People are tired of biased reportage and we stand for a globalized united world. So for us, the World is truly One.
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                Kurdish community urges Turkey to free political prisoners | The West Asia Post

                Turkey witnesses massive rallies in support of Kurdish political prisoners. WION tells you...
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                    Turkey witnesses massive rallies in support of Kurdish political prisoners. WION tells you - why did Turkey's largest ethnic minority take to the streets and what are their demands. 

#turkey #kurdish #kurdishcommunity 
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                Silencing Kurdish media - The Listening Post (Feature)

                Three months after the failed military coup in Turkey, media outlets there are still deali...
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                    Three months after the failed military coup in Turkey, media outlets there are still dealing with the aftermath. 

Late last month, 25 media outlets were ordered closed by Turkey's broadcast regulator - but the purge is not limited to Gulen movement as most of the outlets were Kurdish. As the national state of emergency is extended, more and more Kurdish journalists find they are being treated as enemies of the state.

"We should be doing broadcasting in our land, in Kurdistan, in Turkey, but we had to leave because there was so much oppression and punishment," says Ferda Cetin, director at Med Nuce TV, a Kurdish tv station based in Belgium. 

Kurds make up nearly 20 percent of the Turkish population. There are close to 15 million of them and the outlawed Kurdistan Workers' Party has been locked in an on and off guerrilla war with the Turkish state for more than three decades. These days, under an increasingly authoritarian president, Tayyip Erdogan, with a penchant for ruling by decree, it appears not many other than Turkish state channel TRT are safe.

"A lot of the stories that could no longer be seen in Turkish media could still be seen in Kurdish media and, as a result, the repression of Kurdish media has intensified," says Hatice Kamer, a freelance Kurdish journalist.

The Listening Post's Flo Phillips reports on the Kurdish media outlets struggling to survive in the aftermath of Turkey's failed coup.

More from The Listening Post on:

YouTube - http://aje.io/listeningpostYT
Facebook - http://facebook.com/AJListeningPost
Twitter - http://twitter.com/AJListeningPost
Website - http://aljazeera.com/listeningpost
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                The West Asia Post: Turkiye mulls attacking Kurdish groups

                After the Istanbul blast Turkiye mulls attacking Kurdish groups. Moscow tells Ankara to sh...
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                    After the Istanbul blast Turkiye mulls attacking Kurdish groups. Moscow tells Ankara to show 'restraint' Ghadi Francis tells us about the situation. #TheWestAsiaPost

#Turkiye #Kurdish
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                The West Asia Post | Kurdish fighters recapture prison after a week

                A prison attack in Syria is the latest sign of ISIS resurgence in the region. ISIS has mou...
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                    A prison attack in Syria is the latest sign of ISIS resurgence in the region. ISIS has mounted a series of recent attacks in both Syria and Iraq, suggesting it is re-emerging as a serious threat three years after it was driven out.

Ghadi Francis tells you about this resurgence in this week's episode of The West Asia Post.

#TheWestAsiaPost #SyriaPrisonAttack #ISIS
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                Iraq - Kurdish resistance to Iran's regime | DW Documentary

                Small groups of Kurdish men and women from Iran are camped out in the mountains of Iraq. T...
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                    Small groups of Kurdish men and women from Iran are camped out in the mountains of Iraq. The exiles have joined armed resistance units and are determined to fight the Iranian regime.
The documentary follows the fate of Kurds who have taken to the mountains over the Iraqi border after fleeing Iran. Some belong to the Kurdistan Democratic Party in Iran. Targeted by Iranian rocket and drone attacks, the armed groups hide out in secret camps. Iran’s high-tech surveillance systems also make it extremely difficult to stay in touch with their relatives back home. Some of the resistance fighters played a leading role in the protest movement sparked by the death of Jina Mahsa Amini. The young Kurdish woman died after being detained by Iran’s so-called morality police for allegedly breaching the country’s mandatory hijab laws for women. Last year, Tehran issued the Iraqi government in Baghdad with an ultimatum, setting them a deadline to disarm Kurdish opposition groups and relocate them from the border. But some refuse to leave.

[Editor's Note: On 16 January 2024, Iran’s Revolutionary Guards claimed responsibility for a ballistic missile attack on the northern Iraqi city of Erbil. At least four people were killed in the strike. In a statement released later the Revolutionary Guards said they had carried out the attack on Israeli “spy headquarters”. Local authorities have condemned the strike and dismissed the claims as baseless. For more information visit: https://p.dw.com/p/4bHjt and https://www.dw.com/en/middle-east/s-14207 ]

#documentary #dwdocumentary 
______

DW Documentary gives you knowledge beyond the headlines. Watch top documentaries from German broadcasters and international production companies. Meet intriguing people, travel to distant lands, get a look behind the complexities of daily life and build a deeper understanding of current affairs and global events. Subscribe and explore the world around you with DW Documentary.

Subscribe to: 
⮞ DW Documentary (English): https://www.youtube.com/dwdocumentary
⮞ DW Documental (Spanish): https://www.youtube.com/dwdocumental
⮞ DW Documentary وثائقية دي دبليو (Arabic): https://www.youtube.com/dwdocarabia
⮞ DW Doku (German): https://www.youtube.com/dwdoku
⮞ DW Documentary हिन्दी (Hindi): https://www.youtube.com/dwdochindi

For more visit: http://www.dw.com/en/tv/docfilm/s-3610
Follow DW Documentary on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/dwdocumentary/
Follow DW Documental on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/dwdocumental

We kindly ask viewers to read and stick to the DW netiquette policy on our channel: https://p.dw.com/p/MF1G
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                Why Isn't There A Kurdistan? (Short Animated Documentary)

                Kurdistan doesn't exist. At least not as an internationally recognised state. But why not?...
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                    Kurdistan doesn't exist. At least not as an internationally recognised state. But why not? Given that there have been numerous opportunities for a Kurdish state to spring up, why didn't it happen? Why isn't there a Kurdistan? To find out watch this short and simple animated history documentary.

https://twitter.com/HistMattersYT
Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/user?u=4973164
Merch: https://teespring.com/stores/history-matters-store-2
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                Syria: Kurdish forces seize Syrian-Turkish border post from Islamic State group

                Subscribe to France 24 now: http://f24.my/youtubeEN
FRANCE 24 live news stream: all the la...
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                    Subscribe to France 24 now: http://f24.my/youtubeEN
FRANCE 24 live news stream: all the latest news 24/7
http://f24.my/YTliveEN

Syrian Kurdish fighters seized control Monday of a key crossing on the Turkish border from the Islamic State group, an AFP photographer reported.

Visit our website: http://www.france24.com
Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/FRANCE24.English
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/France24_en
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                The West Asia Post Live | Turkiye intensifies attacks on Kurdish groups | Protests in Iran | WION

                On The West Asia Post with Ghadi Francis:
- Turkiye intensifies attacks on Kurdish groups
...
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                    On The West Asia Post with Ghadi Francis:
- Turkiye intensifies attacks on Kurdish groups
- Protests in Iran: Supreme leader's niece held
- Oil crisis: U.S. re-evaluates ties with Saudis

Every Friday at 8.30 pm IST | 3 pm GMT

#TheWestAsiaPost #WIONLive #GhadiFrancis 
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WION -The World is One News, examines global issues with in-depth analysis. We provide much more than the news of the day. Our aim to empower people to explore their world. With our Global headquarters in New Delhi, we bring you news on the hour, by the hour. We deliver information that is not biased. We are journalists who are neutral to the core and non-partisan when it comes to the politics of the world. People are tired of biased reportage and we stand for a globalised united world. So for us the World is truly One.
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                Kurdish Engineer Finds His Passion Making Toys in Post-IS Mosul

                Residents of Mosul, one of the last major strongholds of the Islamic State extremist group...
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                    Residents of Mosul, one of the last major strongholds of the Islamic State extremist group in Iraq, used to live in constant fear. Creativity and free thought were discouraged, as was education. So doing something you were passionate about was unheard of.  But a young Kurdish engineer had other ideas. He believed it was his duty to capture what life was like in Mosul during ISIS's reign.  As reporter Kawa Omer reports, his outlet was making toys and small models. Bezhan Hamdard narrates.
Originally published at - https://www.voanews.com/a/4597442.html
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    		Kurdish

      
Kurdish may refer to:



	Kurdish people
	Kurdish languages
	Kurdish nationalism
	Kurdish alphabets
	
Kurdistan, the land of the Kurdish people which includes:
	Iraqi Kurdistan
	Iranian Kurdistan
	Turkish Kurdistan
	Syrian Kurdistan



	Iraqi Kurdistan
	Iranian Kurdistan
	Turkish Kurdistan
	Syrian Kurdistan
	Kurdish literature
	Kurdish music
	Kurdish rugs
	Kurdish cuisine
	Kurdish culture

See also


	 Kurd (disambiguation)
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        	This page contains text from Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia -	https://wn.com/Kurdish
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 			Turkey's top election authority restores newly elected pro-Kurdish mayor's right to hold office
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			Beaumont Enterprise
			
      03 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Abdullah Zeydan, a politician from the pro-Kurdish Equality and Democracy Party, or DEM, won the post of mayor in the eastern city of Van ...
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 			Turkiye to re-run vote in eastern city of Van after opposition candidate wins mayoral seat

			
  			

	



			
      
			Middle East Monitor
			
      03 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Turkish authorities have prevented the mayoral candidate of a pro-Kurdish party from taking up his post in the eastern city of Van, instead ...
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 			Türkiye replaces Kurdish mayor with government candidate two days after vote

			
  			

	



			
      
			GDN Online
			
      03 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Turkish authorities on Tuesday prevented the newly elected mayor of a pro-Kurdish party taking up his post and announced a re-run vote in another district where President Tayyip Erdogan’s party ...
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 			One dead, others injured in post-election violence in Turkey

			
  			

	



			
      
			LBC International
			
      03 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Protests also spread elsewhere in Turkey's southeastern provinces on Tuesday night, after Turkish authorities prevented the newly elected mayor from the pro-Kurdish DEM party taking up his post in the ...
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            Protests also spread elsewhere in Turkey’s southeastern provinces on Tuesday night, after Turkish authorities prevented the newly elected mayor from the pro-Kurdish DEM party taking up his post ...
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 			Turkiye replaces Kurdish mayor with government candidate two days after vote

			
  			

	



			
      
			The News International
			
      02 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Turkish authorities on Tuesday prevented the newly elected mayor of a pro-Kurdish party taking up his post and announced a re-run vote in another district where President Tayyip Erdogan’s party lost, ...
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			Middle East Online
			
      02 Apr 2024
			
  		
            ISTANBUL - Turkish authorities on Tuesday prevented the newly elected mayor of a pro-Kurdish party taking up his post and announced a re-run vote in another district where President Tayyip Erdogan’s ...
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 			Old video shows fight outside Turkish embassy in Tokyo, not Kurds 'causing mayhem in Saitama'
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            An old video of Turks and ethnic Kurds brawling outside the Turkish embassy in Tokyo has ...
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 			Too hungry to fast: Poverty pushes Qamishli labourers to brink during Ramadan

			
  			

	



			
      
			The National
			
      12 Mar 2024
			
  		
            The problem is that people are now posting pictures of expensive dishes on social media, not worshipping God. Medea Akko, Kurdish activist. But Akko, a Kurdish activist in Qamishli, said the issue was broader.
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            The singer is seen "helping" the Turkish-Kurdish chef with reservations at the restaurant ... View this post on Instagram. A post shared by Nusr_et#Saltbae (@nusr_et).
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 			Iraqi Kurdish journalist Omed Baroshky charged with defamation over Facebook post
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      28 Feb 2024
			
  		
            Hruri told CPJ that the arrest stemmed from a lawsuit filed by Zirka prison authorities over Barokshky’s January 23 Facebook post where he said that a Kurdish prisoner, Mala Nazir, had been kidnapped from the prison and his whereabouts were unknown.
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			The National
			
      25 Feb 2024
			
  		
            View this post on Instagram. A post shared by Afshin Ismaeli (@afshinismaeli). Ismaeli is a Kurdish-Norwegian war photographer whose work provides an empathetic lens to some of the most tumultuous events in recent history ... Read More ... ....
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			Daily Alert
			
      08 Feb 2024
			
  		
            (Jerusalem Post) Yuval Barnea - A U.S. army base in the Al-Omar oil field in the Kurdish-controlled region of northeastern Syria was attacked on Wednesday by a "swarm of suicide drones," according to Egypt-based Bayan-gate news ....
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 			Six US-backed Kurdish fighters killed in drone attack on US base

			
  			

	



			
      
			GDN Online
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            Farhad Shami, a spokesperson for the Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), said in a post on X that the drone struck an SDF commando academy at a US base at Al-Omar oilfield, resulting “in ...
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            Farhad Shami, a spokesperson for the Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), said in a post on X that the drone struck an SDF commando academy at a US base ...
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